The Portland Committee on Community-Engaged Policing (PCCEP)
Public Recommendations by Philip Wolfe
Recommendation (1) Every time an officer fires a gun, whether a civilian is dead or alive,
immediately take a drug test. This is to support public safety + build trust + accountability. If
cop is clean: no reason 2 refuse test.
Recommendation (2) Ban police from using AR-15 rifles. They are designed for military. Ted
Wheeler in his campaign before he won, he promised to de-militarize police. AR-15 rifles are
designed to KILL people. By banning AR-15, it will help with public trust + accountability.
Recommendation (3) End the “paid leave” after an officer kills a civilian. This will support police
accountability + public trust + police behavior.
Recommendation (4) Wearing “BlueLivesMatter” wrist band, jewelry, etc shall be banned as it
promotes racism. By banning, it supports public trust, police behavior and accountability.
Recommendation (5) Ask PPB to give you a full copy of culture sensitive training and bias
training. You guys should access + analyze + make recommendations. I believe these needs to
be better. This supports public trust, police behavior and community engagement.
Recommendation (6) U guys should look @ directive policy on crowd control + make
recommendations. PDX has a reputation for protest events which is great but problematic
when police is involved. Look @ policy + find out why it allows police 2 use violence against
protestors.
Recommendation (7) During training @ DPSST, instead of military style in marches, etc, officers
should be doing yoga. Yes. That’s right. Yoga. It promotes good mental health, connection +
public trust. Military march w commands, etc is not healthy, oppressive + frat mentality.
Recommendation (8) DEFUND Gang Enforcement Team. Audit shows GET does more harm than
good. Targeting POC, racial profiling + unnecessary text stops. By defunding, it supports public
safety, public trust, accountability, police behavior + community engagement. JoAnn supports it
Recommendation (9) Be the second city banning face recognition used by police.
https://www.oregonlive.com/nation/2019/05/san-francisco-bans-police-use-of-facerecognition-technology.html … this supports public safety, public trust + accountability.
Recommendation (10) Implement someone who does not work for city + PPB to co-facilitate
together for protest events. This supports public safety, public trust + community engagement.

Recommendation (11) The term ‘reasonable’ in use of force shall be replaced w ‘necessary’
because the word reasonable is used too loosely. Necessary use of force is used in direct and
meaningful when questioned whether use of force was necessary?

